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Contributions

We welcome article submissions, tips, and small ads - please
email your text and accompanying images to the editor at:
• will@secondintention.com
The submission deadline for each month’s issue is the second
Tuesday of the same month.
Images should be high quality, high resolution JPEGs. You don’t
need to spend time formatting your text, but you must credit
your sources for text, data and images.
Please make sure you have permission to use any images which
you do not own.

Disclaimer

Connections is published monthly for members of Scale Models
Wellington IPMS, and associated organisations.
Opinions expressed in a newsletter article are solely those of the
article’s author and do not necessarily reflect the policy and the
rules of Scale Models Wellington IPMS.
The editor reserves the right not to publish material which may
bring Scale Models Wellington IPMS into disrepute, and may
edit copy to fit the newsletter. Anonymous, abusive and offensive
material will not be published.
Articles published in this newsletter may be republished if the
source and author are acknowledged.
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Gun team and infantry at Wings over Wairarapa 2015.
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Club News
Events Calendar
•
•
•
•

April 29
		

ANZAC theme build
BSK voting

June 24

How to judge (and be judged)

May 27
		
July 29

Club meeting
SGM

Scale Models Wellington (IPMS)
Incorporated Special General Meeting
To be held on Wednesday, 27th May 2015

BSK judging

Juniors

Refer to the juniors section for your meeting dates.

Subscriptions

Subs for the 2015/2016 financial year are are due by 30th of
June 2015. After this date you will not be able to participate in
any club competitions, including the upcoming BSK.
Paying in person

Any members wishing to pay on club night are more than
welcome to use the ATM machine next to the reception desk
at the Petone Working Men’s Club to obtain cash.
A membership form is attached to this newsletter.
Paying electronically

You are welcome to pay your subscription fee by internet
banking. The account number is:
• 06-0565-0063471-02
If you do, please email Rachel at the following address:

Motion No. 1
Constitution Amendment

As agreed to at the 2015 AGM, the following amendment will
be made to our club’s constitution:
SECTION 5
5 (vii) Family Membership – A maximum of 3 immediate family members containing a mixture of adults and
juniors. Family membership will have 1 vote, providing
at least one family member is an adult.

Currently:

5 (e) Only membership classes – Member, Retired
Member, Life Member have voting rights at General
Meetings

Amendment:

5(e) Only membership classes – Member, Retired
Member, Life Member and Family Membership have
voting rights at General Meetings

• granty@orcon.net.nz

Proposed by the Club Committee

You’ll need to include the details which would normally be on
the membership form, as follows:
•

Name

•

Contact phone numbers

•
•
•
•

Address

Email address

Newsletter preference
Membership type

ANZAC theme build

Don’t forget to build or bring something ANZAC-related
for our ANZAC display at the April meeting. This isn’t a
competition, just a great opportunity to build to a theme and to
honour the centenary of the Gallipoli ANZAC landings.

Special General Meeting

We need to hold an SGM in May to ratify some changes to the
club’s constitution and hopefully vote in a new Secretary. Please
make sure to come to the May meeting and exercise your vote.

Motion No. 2
Constitution Amendment

Due to the Secretary position remaining vacant at the last
AGM, the committee has proposed to extend club chequebook
signing rights to the entire club executive. At present Section
14(c) states that only the President, Secretary and Treasurer
have signing rights.
The proposal is to include the Editor’s position as well. This will
eliminate any possible conflicts if the Treasurer and Secretary
positions are held by the same person in the future, as the
President can only hold this one position. This would leave only
two committee members with signing authority
Proposed by the Club Committee

For more details see the notices of motion on the right.
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March Show & Tell - Finished models

Airfix 1/72 Me-109G built by Charlotte Hall

Metal Earth 1/110-ish Lunar Module built by Sam Hall
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March Show & Tell - Finished models

Provence Moulage 1/43 VK Holden Commodore built by Grant Matchett
Model Car Australia 1/43 VL and VL TWR Holden Commodores built by Grant Matchett

Dragon 1/35 M4A3 Sherman 105mm HVVS built by Bruce Adam
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March Show & Tell - Finished models

All Quiet on the Martian Front 15mm-ish Baldwin Steam Tanks built by Will Vale

All Quiet on the Martian Front 15mm-ish
Martian Fighting Machine built by Will Vale
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March Show & Tell - Works in Progress

1/6 Gerty (the robot from Moon)
being built by Will Vale

1/35 MRC/Academy M3A3 Recce
Conversion being built by Rick Lowe

Trumpeter 1/35 BR52 Steam Locomotive being built by Peter White
Also shown but not photographed:
•

Airfix 1/600 HMS Edinburgh conversion being built by Chris Velvin

•

Italeri/Protar 1/8 FIAT Mefistofele being built by James Fahey

•

Airfix 1/72 BV-141 being built by Chris Velvin

Photography by Rachel and Grant Porter
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My very small contribution
(to a very big diorama)Richard Alexander
Ever since I marched in my first Chunuk Bair Day parade in 1989 as an 18 year old infantryman, I’ve had a strong
respect and sadness for what transpired on that barren hill on the Gallipoli peninsula in 1915.

The result of 2 weeks figure painting.
Richard’s completed 54mm New Zealand soldiers as delivered to the diorama team ready for installation
Shortly after getting back into modelling I stumbled across Bill Horan’s landmark 1988 scratchbuilt 54mm diorama ‘Gandamak’
from the Afghan war of 1842 in a series of old Military Modelling articles and these proved to be the single most significant
inspiration in my development as a figure modeller. Since then I’ve always wanted to create my own version of this group of
hopelessly outnumbered soldiers engaged in a last stand on a hill top but with Wellington Infantry on top of Chunuk Bair replacing
the 44th East Essex Regiment featured in Gandamak.
Therefore the opportunity of contributing
to the truly spectacular 5000 figure 54mm
(1/32 scale) Gallipoli diorama for The
Great War Exhibition being unveiled
this ANZAC day in the old Dominion
Museum building was one not to be
missed. The overall size of this diorama is
difficult to convey in words so my advice is
to make sure you go and see it. When you
do I recommend bring some binoculars or
a camera with a good zoom function so
you are able to fully appreciate it.
The driving force behind the project is
Peter Jackson with Lieutenant General
(Ret) Rhys Jones organizing the figure
painting and Weta Workshop creating
the base and much of the groundwork.
UK sculptors Michael & Allan Perry
were contacted late last year to sculpt
over 150 different figures, some of which
were individual 1 off characters but the
vast majority had several dozen casting
made and some, like the Turks in various
charging poses, had many 100s of copies
cast. The bulk of the 5000 figures were
painted in February and March this year
by over 100 wargamers from all around
New Zealand. Most people were allocated
about 40 or so figures but some individuals
were able to paint over 200!

Another view of Richard’s completed New Zealand soldiers.

Richard’s ‘3D primer’ figure shading ‘cheat’ technique. Undercoat in grey with black
airbrushed up from below and then white from the top. Transparent airbrushed
glazes of uniform colours did most of the rest of the work with only minimal fine
detail painting, shading and highlighting being required.
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An example of one of several tables filled with charging 54mm Turks fiercely defending their homeland from invasion.
All these figures were painted by volunteer wargamers.
Despite my interest in the subject I unfortunately turned up late to the party, only receiving my figures at the end of March (after
the painting deadline had actually passed) and I was allocated sixteen New Zealand figures consisting of six character figures, five
standing & firing and five wounded. While many wargamers have extensive experience painting vast armies of figures in a relatively
short timeframe, albeit usually in a smaller scale, to a figure modeller as we understand the term this is a daunting task indeed!
In the past eight years or so I have only painted seventeen figures... and sixteen of those were these ones done in the two-week period
I had available before they needed to be installed on the diorama. As a rush job I had to cut many corners: I used Vallejo acrylics
instead of my usual Humbrol enamels, and tried a few ‘cheats’ (airbrushed dark shadow undercoats) to ensure they were ready on time
and to a standard I was reasonably happy with. They are far from my best work but I do feel that they were about as good as I could
achieve in the short timeframe available to me. Additionally I had to keep reminding myself that they will only be a very very small
part of this diorama, with the other 4988 or so figures providing more than enough distraction for overly critical eyes!
Further to volunteering to paint figures there
were also a couple of weekends at Weta
Workshop where many of us ‘helped’ the
Workshop professionals apply vegetation to
the diorama base. Others tidied up some of
the recently delivered figures, repainted, built
and painted even more of them, drilled and
pinned figures without base attachment pins,
airbrushed dust on boots & legs and applied
matt varnish. Amongst the many things I was
able to help out with was repainting several
dozen Pākehā as Maori pioneers which was
quite disheartening as some of the previous
painters had clearly put a lot of effort and care
into their flesh tones.
About the time you receive this newsletter the
amazing diorama will be on display for all to
see and the full scope of its size and detail will
be well known.
To read more information about this quite
remarkable project and to see more photos
please visit
• anzacdiorama.blogspot.co.nz
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Classic Fighters at Omaka Bruce Patchett & Sam Hall

A trio of brightly decorated Fokker Dr.1s - Bruce Patchett

Air Chathams DC-3 - Sam Hall

Grumman TBM-3E Avenger - Bruce Patchett

Pitts S12 - Sam Hall

BAC Strikemaster - Sam Hall

Sir Tim Wallis and John Lamont - Bruce Patchett
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Junior Modellers Ray thorpe
Hi there Junior Modellers.

Build the Same Kit (BSK) is now well underway
with the April count showing four Vosper Motor
Torpedo Boats, two Jackals, one Coyote and eight
British Aerospace Hawks under construction. Of
course the challenge is to finish and present by
the 29 July deadline and the “A Team” are fully
committed to help you to meet the deadline. As
with most projects you will have to do some of
the work at home and going on the April 11th
session, the junior contingent are well ahead of the
intermediates.
Some of the Xtradecal sets for the Hawks have
been allocated but there are still plenty to choose
from for those of you who missed the April session,
or those of contemplating doing more than one
kit. We have installed and are using our two new
double action spray guns and compressor and we
are looking forward to seeing the results of you
making use of these fantastic new additions to the
Paint Shop.

Some of our junior contingent with their BSK choices.

Vosper MTB tips
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use the internet to get tips for building at home Google search for “Airfix 1/72 Vosper MTB model
build”.

Get the Hull and Deck pieces nicely fitted, before gluing.
Mask off the glass cockpit parts before priming/painting.

Fill and sand any blemishes on the hull deck areas and fit
the rudder and propellers before priming.
Build and test-fit all of the upper deck components
before priming.

If you are planning on doing a splinter camouflage
scheme then fit/glue as much of the superstructure and torpedo tubes as you can before painting commences.

SUPACAT Jackal/Coyote TIPS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use the internet to get tips for building at home Google search for “Airfix 1/48 Supacat Jackal model
build”.
Test fit all parts before gluing.

Don’t glue the tyre sections; make sure you can remove
them later for painting rubber tyre colors.

Build up and paint the main chassis steps 1-35 minas the
tyres.
Build up and paint the front section (steps 36-45) before
fitting for final weathering.

Build up and paint the rear deck roll bars and cover section separately (steps 33-34) before fitting for final weathering.
Build up and paint the top gun ring platform separately (steps 50-54) minas the machine gun.
Paint all the guns separately and fit at the end.

Paint the seats separately and only glue them after you have painted to completed model.
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BAE Hawk TIPS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use the internet to get tips for building at home Google search for “Airfix 1/48 BAE hawk model build”.
Decide on variant you are going to build and make
allowance for the complexity of the painting option/
decals you have chosen.
Decide if you are going to have the cockpit open or
closed.

If closed cockpit option is chosen, mask and fix cockpit in
place before priming and painting.
Test fit all parts before gluing.

Paint and keep wheels/undercarriage separate until aircraft built & painting is completed.

BSK 2015 progress chart
Kit

BAe Hawk T Mk. 1

Supacat Jackal/Coyote

Vosper MTB

Under construction

8

2

4

Purchased

8

Painting

1

Decals

3
1

4
1

Weathering
Finishing

Target: July 29th

Upcoming session dates and themes
•

May 2		

BSK build and priming.

•

July 4 		

BSK painting and finishing.

•
•

June 6		
July 29		

BSK priming and painting.

BSK judging and prize giving.

For those of you not participating in BSK, use this time to get those bigger projects finished for the end of year club competition
and the 2016 Model Expo.

The list of juniors for each session for 2015 is as follows:
First session 1.00pm to 3.00pm
•

Fergal, Nevan, Nathan, Harrison, Pierre, Madeline, Fiona, Eric, Connor.

Second session 3.00pm to 5.00pm
•

Eligh, Jacob, Izack, Samuel, George, Ben, Shaquille, Jared, Cameron, William.

If I have missed anyone or if you would like to change your session time or bring a new member along please give me a call well
beforehand, PLEASE let me know by the Friday night before the Saturday session. Please remember that we still have a waiting list
and more importantly our helpers all give up their Saturday afternoon to help out.
Please don’t forget your $2.00 GOLD COIN donation for each session and please stick to your allotted time.
Memberships for 2015/16 are now due so make sure that you budget accordingly.
Looking forward to catching up with you all on the 2 May.
Happy Modelling

Ray and the “A Team”
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What’s in the shops
New items at Modelcrafts and Hobbies
New and Back in Stock from AFV Club
•

1/35 CHURCHILL Mk.III AVRE

•

1/35 VALENTINE Mk.I INFANTRY TANK

•

1/35 CHURCHILL Mk.III DIEPPE

•

1/35 SdKfz.263 PANZERFUNKWAGEN

New from Revell Germany

•

1/32 ARADO Ar 196B-1 FLOATPLANE

•

1/28 SOPWITH F.1 CAMEL

•

1/72 VICTOR K.Mk.2 (MATCHBOX) Available again
after a long absence!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New from Eduard

•

•

•

•

1/48 SPITFIRE Mk.VIII PROFIPACK

•

•

1/72 AERO L-39ZA WEEKEND EDITION

•

1/48 SIEMENS SCHUKERT D.III PROFIPACK

New from Airfix - advance shipment - very limited stock!

•

1/72 BOULTON PAUL DEFIANT Mk.I

•

1/48 SUPERMARINE SPITFIRE Mk.1a

•
•

1/35 JAGDPANZER IV L70 (LANG) Brand new kit!
1/35 M561 GAMA GOAT AMBULANCE

1/35 SOMUA S35 MEDIUM TANK Brand new `kit!
1/35 CHURCHILL CROCODILE Back in stock

1/35 PANTHER Ausf.G STEEL WHEELS Back after a
long absence!
1/72 F-16CJ WITH FULL EQUIPMENT
1/18 McLAREN M8A 1968
1/24 SUBARU BRZ 2014

1/24 GAZOO RACING TRD 86

1/12 HONDA CR250R MOTOCROSS 1981
1/12 SUZUKI RM250 MOTOCROSS

1/12 HONDA CR400 MOTOCROSS w/RIDER

New modelling tools and supplies from Tamiya
MODELLER’S PUNCH 2mm & 3mm

1/48 HAWKER HURRICANE Mk.Ia

•

DIORAMA SHEET STONE PAVING A

1/48 SEA HARRIER FA.2 Back in stock!

New and Back in Stock from Tamiya
•

1/35 7.62cm PAK 36(r) NTH AFRICA

•

1/48 FOUGA CM.170 MAGISTER Two complete kits in
the box!

•

1/35 U.S. MODERN INFANTRY in IRAQ

1/72 AV-8A HARRIER/VA-1 MATADOR

New from Kinetic

•

•

1/35 SHERMAN EASY 8 & 4 FIGURE The fantastic
Tasca Easy Eight Sherman with a figure set!

TAMIYA 2015 CATALOGUE Full Range

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MASKING TAPE w/CLEAR SHEET 550mm
DIORAMA SHEET STONE PAVING B

DIORAMA SHEET STONE PAVING C
DIORAMA SHEET RED BRICK

DIORAMA SHEET GREY BRICK

DECAL ADHESIVE WATER BASED
SANDING SPONGE 2000
SANDING SPONGE 3000

Information on new releases kindly provided by:
Peter and Anna Smith
Mike Regan

Modelcrafts and Hobbies
(est.1956)

125 Victoria Street
PO Box 11-227
Wellington 6013
New Zealand
Phone: 64 4 8018 767
Fax:

64 4 8018 942

www.modelcraftsandhobbies.co.nz
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That’s All Folks!
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Membership 2015-2016

Scale Models Wellington IPMS

New member
Renewal

Membership number

Name
Address

Town or city
Postcode
Phone

Mobile

Email
Newsletter preference

Full colour PDF by email

B&W copy by post

Modelling interests

Subscription type
Adult - $40
Junior - $25
Student/Pensioner - $25
Associate/Out-of-town - $25

Send with cash or cheque payment to:

The Treasurer
Scale Models Wellington
117 Dimock Street
Titahi Bay
Porirua 5022

Membership 2015-2016

Or pay via internet banking:

Account: 06-0565-0063471-02
Please email the Treasurer (granty@orcon.net.nz)
to confirm your payment.
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